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By JEFF DENNARD
The Lobos try to get back on
the credit side of the ledger this
weekend as they take on the
Wildcats of Arizona University.
The Cats have been licked pretty
good in their three outings to
date, but they have a team which
could jell at any time and play
a good game.
Lobo fans look to the W o!f-pack
to be at a peak for their first
conference game and the practices this week indicate that
spirit reigns again.
'Cats Lagging
The Wildcats have been outscored by opponents 104-39. This
will be misleading to most people. The boys from Tucson· have
a good offensive machine and
have moved the ball all over the
field, but seldom into touchdown
land. With 20 returning lettermen and four transfers from the
Air Force Academy the Wildcats
should be about ready to have a
~rood effort.
The Arizona offense has 762
yards to its credit for an average
of 254 a game. The only problem with that is the opposition
has gained 335 yards per contest.
Mostly Passing
The major part of the Wildcats' yardage has come through
the air. The use of the pass as
a weapon had not been used at
Arizona since the days of Eddie
Wilson and Joe llernandez. This
year the 'Cats feature the catching of flanker Jim Greth and
split end Fritz Green,lee. Greth
leads the conference in receiving
and is tied with the Lobos' Carl
Jackson for the scoring lead.
Grenlee is a former Air Force
player who was asked to leave
school during their scandal.
While at the Academy he was

considered one of the top receivers in the Rockies. On the throwing end of the aerials this season is the duo of Bob Matthews
and Mark Reed. Reed has been
the main cog in the attack though
and ia expected to start against
the Lobos. At the present time
Reed is the number eleven passer in the m1tion, with 41 completions.
Rushing Potential
In the rushing department the
Wildcats resemble the Miners of
UTEP. The talent is there and
just waiting to be released. Brad
llubbet•t has gained 143 yards in
only 29 carries this season and

Wyoming Leads WAC Statistics,
Wolf pack's Pass Defense Strong
League leading Wyoming holds
an overall edge in third-week
statistics of the Western Athletic
Conference.
The Cowboys are first in total
offense with an average of 366
yards gained per game and are
second in rushing, total defense
and rushing defense. In passing
they rank third, both offensively
and defensively.
Defending champion Brigham
Young is second in total offense;
third in rushing; fourth in passing, total defense and rushing defense, and fifth in pass defense.
Wyoming is surpassed in rushing, total defense, and rushing defense only by the Utah Redskins,
who have posted a one-game "average" of 191 yards, 195 yards,
and 21 yards in those categories
respectively.
UNM Tops Pass Defense
New Mexico suffered a costly
blitz Saturday by the University
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fullback Ricic Johnson shows 93
yards in 31 totes.
The Lobos will counter with a
more balanced offense that has
gained about the same amount of
yardage and a defense that is far
superior to that of Arizona.
Lobos Doug Coffee and Paul
Smith were both injured in the
Texas Western contest, but Smith
is expected to see some action.
Coffee probably will not play
due to a sprained knee. At any
m te the defense should be in a
mean mood as they take the field
Saturday night to try to redeem themselves following last
week's defeat. The secondary will
get its second test in as many
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Lobos, 'Cats toT angle
In Conference Opener

of Texas at El Paso (formerly
Texas Western College) , but retained the lead in pass defense
with an allowance of 119 yards
per game. The Lobos are third in
total defense, fourth in rushing,
and fifth in total offense, rushing and passing.
Two new leaders emerged in individual-player statistics of the
Western Athletic Conference, following third-week games.
Ogden Top Rusher
Brigham Young fullback John
Ogden, rushing champion for the
last two years, took the lead
among ball carriers with 232
yards in two games, displacing
Wyoming's Jim Kiick, who is second with 220.
Rick Egloff, Wyoming quarterback, maintained his lead in total
offense over Reed and Goodman.
The Cowboy signal caller has
rushed and passed for 498 yards,
while Reed and Goodman are
tied at 431.
Greth Leads Receivers
Jim Greth, Arizona halfback,
continues to set a fast pace in
pass receiving with 24 catches,
nine ahead of runner-up Ken
Dyer, Arizona State end.
Duane Batte, New Mexico,
leads in pass interceptions with 3
for 17 yards, and Ken Wagner,
New Mexico sets the pace in kickoff returns with 96 yards.
Greth and New Mexico's Carl
Bradford are tied for the scoring
honors, with 18 points each.
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games with the pass minded
Wildcats.
The offense which has ranged
from very good to fair, finally
has a good chance to try some
wide open plays. The Arizona
defense does not pose the same
threat that the three other Lobos'
opponents did. Rick Beitler and
the rest of the regula1• backfield
should start, while the line will
be intact witl1 the exception of
Coffee. Starting for Coffee will
probably be Mike Rucks, a s~tpho
more from California.
At stalw in the contest is the
Kit Carson Rifle. The Rifle is a
traveling trophy which goes to
the winner of the game every
year. The Lobos have lteld the
old cap-lock for the last four
years and are n~tt about to give
it up.
UNM Should Win
The game should be a match
of equal offenses and on the
basis of their stronger defense,
the Lobos should come out of the
contest with their third victory
of the season. Last time the
LOBO predicted the final score
something bad happened, so we'll
leave at at that.

Europe for $100
Switzerland - A do-it-yourself
summer in Europe is now available. The new plan makes a trip
to Europe, including transportation, possible lor less than $100.
A complete do-it-yourself prospectus including instructions,
money saving tips and a large
selection of job opportunities
along with discount tours and
application forms may be obtained by writing to Dept. X, International Travel Est., 68 Herrengasse,
Vaduz,
Liechtenstein
(Switzerland) enclosing $1 with
your inquiry to cover the cost of
the material, overseas handling
and air mail postage.

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED AbVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 66c-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Studen~ Publleationo Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102,
SERVICES
TYPEWRI'rER sales & repair. Sp.,.,lal
rates to UNM student!! on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery..Fl & E Typ.,..
writer Service, 2217 Colli SE, phone 2430588.
USED TV's nt low prices: also rental•.
Aladdin TV, 1611 Carliale S, E. (corner
Oar!isla & Gibson BE), 265·0066. 10/5, 6,

7, 10.

FOR SALE
USED TV, juat repaired, $36. Sunbeam
MiJ<maalf!r, like new,. $25. Deep tryer/
I!OOker, used twice, $8. See nt 115 Mes11
SE, 10/5, 6. 7,
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Had
., a

un1que
experience?

ASSOCfATEO STUDENTS
. ·. VICE·PRESIDeNT
JiMM.iDAMS

If so, r~al or imaginary,
tell us about it in a
limerick and we'll send

TREASURER
ST£VE BACCHUS

you a eonlplcte!y
unique token of our
appreciation. Here's an
example:

"A chemisny major
named Bleaker,
Drank his Celt 45
from a beaker,
He said, 'It's more
fun!
It holds two cans,
not one,
As an experience,
it's even uniqucr .'"

. __?fA=i~~

STEVEN VAN DRESSER (right), is shown being congratulated by Associated Students Vice-president Jim McAdams (left on his victory in Friday's special run-off election. Van Dresser won the
twelfth position in Student Senate from Jerry Reed, who will now occupy the 'l'hirteenth position and
will also have to run for re-election this fall. Van Dresser polled 357 votes while Reed received 287
votes to give Van Dresser a significant 70 vote winning margin.

------

Get tile idea? Get it
down on a post card
and send to:
Limerick Contest,
Box 45, Colt, Arkansas.
Jr.. the meantime, try

Ibis for inspiration!

c~~
7f.'\

I:

MAt!,
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A c;ompletely
umque
experience
eSPECIAL PRODUCrS DIVISION
THE NATIONAL BREWING CO., BAtTO.,MD.

Presenting The Drinking Song for Sprite:

us

(To the tWle of "Barbara Fritchie 11 )

Roar, soft drink, roar!
You're the loudest soft drink
we ever sawr!
So tart and tingling, they
couldn't keep you quiet:
The perfect drink, guy,
To sit and think by,
Or to bring instant refreshment
To any campus riot! Ooooooh-~
Roar, soft drink, roar!
Flip your cap, hiss and bubble,
fizz and gush!
Oh we can't think
or any drink
That we would rather sit with!
Or (if we feel like loitering)
to hang out in the strit with!
Or sleep through English lit' with!
Roar! Soft drink! Roarl
Yeahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh, SPRITE!
SPRITE. SO TART AND
TINGLING, . WE JUST COULON 1 T
KEEP IT QUIET.

35 points while holding the Wolf- Lobos to only 45 yards rushing.
The Wildcat pass defense was
pack in check.
not quite as tough as they allowed
Good Arizona Offense
The Arizona offense had its the Wolfpack 225 yards in that
best day of the season and one department. But a good part of
of the best in many years. Mark · the yardage came after the game
Reed, tl1e Wildcats' quarterback, was already in the bag for Ariproved that he is one of the out- zona.
UNM Offense Lacks Imagination
standing passers in the country.
New Mexico was void in the
Of course with the time that Reed
dld~haive dgparbnan:G--wlr.u-.n. ~I;. w-:s..r;:
had,to find his receive.-a..,..,granny
with any arm at all could have necessary to cotne up with the big
effort. And on offense more than
had a good night.
The Arizona defense was some- once the Lobos would make a
thing of a surprize as it held the good p]ay only to turn around on
the next and be thrown for a substanial loss. The Lobos offense did
the best they ·could ·given the unimaginative plays they have to
work .with.
·
While the Lobos have finally
been given the pass as a weapon
its effectiveness is canceled by
poor pass blocking and running
plays which are slow in developing or are run into a nine-man
southern tip of Texas where hur- line.
ricane warnings are up. MexiLobos Score Early
can officials have ordered the
The game began with the Wildsparsely populated coast south of
eats getting the kickoff and hav1\Iatamoris evacuated.
ing to punt. In their series the
Lobos were off to the races and
Both Teams Up
with the help of a fifteen-yard
roughing the kicker penalty the
Wolfpack scored in five plays.
The extra point was good and the
fans were in seventh heavenprematurely.

·Mc'N,·a·mara ~-oefines
War Objectives

"ROAR, SOFT-DRINK, ROAR!"
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EfeCf:on Is Won
By VanDresser
of the many :people wllo helped
me and I'll try to do my best not
to disappoint them," he said. ,,.,.
Reed Issues Statement
Loser Reed said, "I wish to
thank everyone who voted for me
imd T will continue to be active ,.
in student government."
The special election was held
to decide the contested twelfth
position. In the spring elections
Reed apparently won over van
Dresser until a mistake was discovered on some of the ballots
used in the election,
The elections committee had
left van Dresser's name o"f some
of the ballots. Although Reed
won the election van Dresser was
only 13 votes behind and the
number of incorrect vallots could
have been enougl1 to make a difference, Elections Committee felt.
Filed Suit
Van Dresser filed a suit in
Student Court and the final decision was not reached until this
year.
Court ruled that Elections
Committee had erred and that in
the interest of fairnss there
should be a runoff between the
two candidates. Court ruled to
Arizona took only six plays to declare the entire slate of cantravel 78 yards and tie the game. didates invalid would be wrong
During the drive the Wildcats so each position on the twentycompleted passes good for 53 five man Senate was considered
yards and the touchdown. The a sena]."ate race.
ease that the 'Cats displayed in
Although botll Reed and van
moving the ball was a good indica- Dresser won places :in Senate, the
tion of things to come.
difference between twelfth and
Long Field Goal
thirteenth place was a one-year
The first quarter ended with term instead of six montbs.
the U. o£ A.a rapidl.v· ·.daJi_ct:indi.nll"
- W.~t~*io.n~;~-J!!l*•M'R'•..M
once again on the UNM goal line.
Under the consf;itution, elec.~
The drive stalled and sophomore tions for Student Senate are
Don Wilhelm came in a kicked staggered, with thirteen Senators
Arizona into the lead with a 49 being elected in the fall and
yard field goal. The kick was a twelve in the spring.
new Arizona record.
Van Dresser. will now serve
· Unable to move the ball··again, until spring ann Reed will be
the Lobos punted to the Wild- forced to campaign for reelection
cats' 35 where they drew a fii~ in the election to be held this fall.
teen-yard penalty for hitting the
Arizona player who fielded the
ball after calling for a fair catch.
Student Educators
The ensuing drive took six plays
The first meeting of the Stuand the air-lanes again proved
to be fruitfull for the 'Cats as dent Education Association will
they got 35 yards in the way of be held tonight at 7 p.m. in room
passes including the final four 231 of the Union. The program
yards.
will consist of a panel discussion
The UNM pass defense, which
between
members of the Albustarted the season giving the false
impression that it was going to querque Classroom Teachers Asbe tough on the receivers, looked sociation and the American Fedmuch more like last year's crew. eration of Teachers. Officers w~i'
The Wildcats continually got behind the secondary coverage and be elected or appointed to fill
the practice was beneficial as the eh'isting vacancies. Dues may be
paid at the meeting.
(Continued on page 8)
By BOB STOREY
Steven L. van Dresser won the
special run-off election held last
Friday to determine who will hold
the twelfth one-year :position on
the Student Senate. Van Dresser
won over Jerry Reed, who will
occupy the thh•tcenth position
and will run for a one-year term
in the fall elections.
In the vote count, van Dresser
polled 35'7 votes to Reed's 287.
Despite a lack of campaigning
64 7 students voted in the election.
'
In a statement to the LOBO
van Dresser said that he was
surprised at the outcome. "I'd
say the reason I won must have
been pretty broad support from
all factions. I wish to thank all

Arizona's Wildcats Teach The Lobos
A Lesson In HowJo Play The Game
By JEFF DENNAHD
An aroused University of Arizona football team proved to be
a sleeping giant as the Wildcats
were the second .winless team in
as many weeks to ~Be' t'he UNM
Lobos as a personal whipping
boy.
The fired-up boys from Tucson
spotted the Lobos an e.arly touchdown on a 52-yard pass fi·om
quarterback Rick Beitler to end
Sherman Seiders. Following the
early fireworks by UNM the
'Cats went on a rampage scoring

~I.IQI.-'vr

Traditionally, a lusty, rousing fight song is
de rigeur for every worthy cause and institution.
Sut we wrote a song for Sprite anyway. We'd like you
to sing it while drinking Sprite, though this may
cause some choking and coughing. So what? It's all in
good, clean fun. And speaking of good, clean things,
I what about the taste or Sprite? It's good. It's
clean. However, good clean things may not exactly be
your idea or jollies. In that case, remember that
Sprite is also very refreshing. "Tart and tingling,"
in fact. And very collegiate. And maybe we'd better
quit While we're ahead. So here it is. The Drinking
Song For Sprite. And if yo~ can get a group together
to sing it--we'd be very surprised.

Help SUJlport the team, give ·
blood today.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

. EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Student Veterans
The UNM Student Veterans'
Association will meet this Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Union. Main
item of business will be election
of officers. All tnili tary veterans
who are students are urged to
attend.

There will be a meeting of members of Pi Sigma Alpha, political
science honorary, Monday, Oct,
10, at 4 p.m. in the Union. All stu·
dents interested in joining are in·
vited to attend. Please checlt at
the Union information desk for
the room number.

Also

~~~~3~1?~~1~c~r~------------~-.--~--------------------------
'z111 3 t.f> w

By United l'ress International
SAIGON - Secretary of Defense McNamara says U.S. objectives in VietNam are limited,
and do not include bringing down
the North Vietnamese government. McNamara said as he arrived in Saigon, the U.S. has no
plans to invade North VietNam.
1\IcNamara is on a four-day trip
to determine what more America
will have to supply in the way of
men and money for the war. He
will spend two dayti talking with
military and political officials in
Saigon and Wednesday goes to
the field to meet American
h'<lOjlS.

Im.•z Heatls Toward Brownsville
HIWWNSVILLg Texas-Hur·
ric1me Inez, heading west-no~·th
west toward an expected htndfall south of Brownsville, Texas,
has shoved strong winds ashore
along the northern coast of Mexico. Up to three-thousand persons
have been evacuated from the

MIRAGE
The first general meeting of
the 1967 MIRAGE staff will be
held in the MIRAGE office in
the ,Journalism Building at
7:30 this evening.
All interested students are
invited to attend this meeting.
Many definite yearbook assignments will given at the meeting, and Editor Pete Kendall
has asked volunteers to come
with some idea of what they
would like to contribute to the

book.

Football Duel Set
With SAE vs. 57

By BILL liUME
One of UNl\1 intramural football's biggcs t rivalries will be
joined again this afte1'noon at
4:30, when undefeated SAE
clashes with undefeated, once•
tied Sigma Chi. The game will be
played on field five-across the
street from Santa Ana girls
dorm.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is currently riding a six game winning streak. Their defense hasn't
been scored against. They arc
cun·ently on top of intramural
play.
Sigma Chi has Won five, lost
none, and has been tied once.
The tie came in Friday's game
against Sigma Phi Epsilon seven
all.
The only two scores against
Sigma Chi.'s defense have come
on pass interceptions.
"1 think we can beat them. It's
going to be a defensive game,"
Jack Dettweiler, SX intramual
chairman said Sunday night.
"If we can stop their running
game we'll have them," he added.
"They won't score against our
defense," SAE coach Peter John(Continued on page 8)

I
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35-15 Loss

One of Those Days-See Page 8

UNM FULI,BACK Carl Jackson is shown being hauled down by two University of Arizona ta~klers as
he strains for extra yards in Saturday's game. The Lobos lost the game by a score of 36 to 15 leaving
them with a 2·2 record so far this season. Arizona, winless in three outings, picked up its first victory.

.
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Cooper Conducts
HR~~!~:~~~~~..

SWEET AND HOT
..

de-nervated hearts to drugs is
being conducted by Dr. Theodore
Cooper, chairman of the department of pharmacology in the
UNM School of Medicine.
The National Institutes of
Health recently granted .support
to Dr. Cooper's project, funding
the first year of work with a
grant of $79,497. The NIH agreed
to support the project for five
years.
Joined UNM In July
The pharmacology department
is a new one this year in the
medical school. Dr. Cooper, who
also is a professor of surgery,
joined the faculty in July,
Dr. --Do.oper has been researching de-nervated hearts for several years. The nervous system, ·
he explained, is a major factor
in regulation of the rate and
stroke of a normal, healthy heart.
However, past research has
proved that a heart cut off from
the de-nervated ~ervous system
can still function• in a relatively
normal fashion.:~nr: Cooper in
his former posCat the St. Louis
University School of Medicine,
conducted a number of experiments involving de-nervation of
hearts of dogs and baboons.
· Is Using Dogs
For his present 1·esearch, he is
using dogs and is studying the
response of de-nervated hearts to
different drugs.
"We want to find out why
certain drugs cause different reactions,'' he said. "Some chemicals cause a speed up, others
cause the heart to function erratically."
Dr. Donald V. Priolo, an instructor in pharmacology, lis
working with Dr. Cooper on the
J>roject. Dr. Priolo was involved
in research on the nervous regulation of the heart at the Stritch
School of Medicine at Loyola
Unive1•sity of Chicago before
joining the UNM :faculty this

NEW MEX~CO BOOK COMPANY
89 Winrock Center
Fiction and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

REK/IYS

2 98-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

HAMBURGERS·

Special This Week

BIG HENRY
HAMBURGER

10-10,
10-15

39C

(Regular 50c)
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T_his section, d~aling with outstanding area business and professional- people, as an attempt to more fully .acquaint area resident~~t...
.·with the business, var.io.us services.and the people behind them . .,
Articles contained herein were researched and authored to Merit
your Confidence by Forrest and fern Miles, Business Relations
Consultants.

Who

HAMPTON EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

DR. JAMES J. FRANCIS

Where Employer Meets Employee
Several women in Albuquerque, without show or pretense, have
es.tablished themselves in positions of prominence. One such gal, who
With a keen foresight too)!: advantage of the facilities offered he1·e m1d
built a profession to such a degree as to make it a definite asset, is
Della M. Hampton, managing ownet· of Hampton Employment Service,
located at 103 Amherst Dr. S.E., phone 256-2702. Della offet•s a personalized service for both men and women.
· Operated in Albuquerque by the same family since 1939 (formerly
Mary Hues Employn1ent Service), Hampton Employment Service is
well known and highly regarded by area employers seeking qualified
help . . . and this service is a boon to the unemployed. Here are offered
positions for the job seeker in administrative, secretarial sales technical, office and clerical. Hampton Employment is also the pla~ement
center for qualified professional job seekers.
In any section there is one good emvloyment service . . . Hampton Employment Service is it! Devoted to her job placement center,
Della Hampton makes a substantial contribution to the general welfare and better living of residents of this area. Whatever your job
need may be, you can depend on Hampton Employment Service.

Chiropractor
Metropolitan Albuquerque is a fast growing professional, business and residential district, and the progress is keeping pace with the
entire trade center. We, in this area, need many reliable and dependable professional and business people to maintain this standard an<'• ·,
are therefore pleased to introduce Dr. James J. Francis, D. C,
Dr. Francis is a conscientious and faithful professional man,
citizen and neighbor, who has established and is maintaining his
practice at 2908 San Mateo N.E. Here, he has a complete botter health
center by offering his services for ailments of the body and the nervous
system, and correcting spinal alignment. Regardless of the name of
your sickness you may be a chiropractic case, and most insurance
companies pay for chiropractic care. Check your policy. Dr. Francis'
hours are Monday through Friday, 1 to 5 p.m. and 6 to 8 p.m.; Satul·day, 10 a.m. to noon. For appointment please dial 268-7660.
Dr. James Francis is making a substantial contribution to this
area's health, welfare and progress, and we are pleased to include him
and his services in this review. There's good therapeu'tic value in
Chiropractic.

WIG SUPER MART

ROBERT B. GIBSON AUTO SALES
Quality Pre-Owned Cars
Thousands of used cars are bought and sold every year and those
of our readers who are in the market for a Quality Used Car certainly
cannot afford to overlook the outstanding values in automobiles now
being offered by the Robert B. Gibson Auto Sales, located at 1600
Fourth N.W., phone 243-2206. There is always a large variety of cars
to cJ:oose from, a!ld Bob, "your friendly dealer", is easy to deal with,
offermg the best m sales and trade, and no down payment.
With 21 years in business, the reputation of Robert Gibson Auto
Sales is always at stake and it is their firm desire to give each customer a square deal at a fair price in every transaction. There is more
to the operation of a used cal' business than'the average person understands. The owner must know automobile values and know how to
purch~se. Knowing the used car business from the ground up enables
Bob G1bson to offer you greater used car specials.
Stop in today and look over Mr. Gibson's stock of good values
.
m dependable transportation in pre-owned auots that will provide
years _of dep~ndable service. After your own personal investigation
you wJ!I t•ead•ly agree that Robert B. Gibson Auto Sales is the place

Bewitchery Begins With A Wig
There is no beauty asset that has gained the popularity in the
women's world of fashion as has the "wearin' o' the wig" and smart
modern, up-to-date women realize that today more than ~ver before'
beauty is one of, if not their greatest, asset. No longer need the· hai;
be in disarray for a visit to Wig Super Mart can provide prompt correction for milady's "crowning glory". Wig Super Mart owned by Mr
Stanley Raisen, is located at 5604 Menaul N.E.
'
·
Offering beautiful 100'1<: human hair wigs and hair pieces in a
large selection of colors, Wig Super Mart also carries a full line of
wiglets, S\~itches and ponytails. Expert cutting, fitting and styling
are a defim~e P.art of their services, and all wigs are priced to fit your
budget, begmmng at $29.95 for all 100'/r human hair. Easy terms are
offered. Modern ~erchandise, professional services and sanitary equipmen~ .enables W1.g Super Mart to serve and satisfy even the most
fastld~ous. A satisfied patron is at all times the goal of Mr. Raisen
and h1s personnel.
If ~ou ha~e not visited the W~g Super Mart, the thing to do of
<!OUrse,

IS

to dJ~l 265-0610, or !'top m 'lnd get nequainted. You
w1th that new w1g for that "new you."

most pleased

DALE'S LIQUORS

DIXIE FLORAL COMPANY

Everything For· 'klur Party

Flowers & Gifts

· ,_

For centuries, flowers have been symbolical of the more delicate
Ph!!:ses of human nature, for nothing can so ably lend itself to an occasiOn as a tastefully selected plant or floral offering. Residents of
Albuquerque have come to depend upon Dixie Floral Co. for they can
be. sure -of the freshest plants and the choicest blooms in the most
su1~ble arr~ng~ment, o~ ~elect just the right gift from a variety of
delightful gift Items. Dtxie Floral is located at 219 Mulberry N E
phone 243-3705, and 4720 Lomas N.E., phone 265-7874.
· .,
The successfu~ florist must be able to assist in selecting the flower
or plant that will most accurately convey the feelings of the sender
~nd, !"fr. a!ld Mrs. Norman Fitch, owners, with their wide experience
m th1~ busmess, are well qualified to aid you in this regard. For your' ·
selection they have floral designs for all occasions; corsages, bouquets, plants, planters and flowers as well as a large variety of gifts.
The use of plants and flowers to signify esteem, affection and
thoughtful rem~m?rance has served to render them most essential
wherever there 1s JOY to express or sadness to comfort and when you
want the .ri~ht flowers .in the proper arrangement for ~ny occasion, a
call to DI:Cie Floral will bring you _prompt free delivery as well as
guaranteemg you a charming and distinctive floral offering.

HEIGHTS BEAUTY COLLEGE
Create Your Own Income
Possibly no profession has advanced more rapidly during the past
than that of the Hair Stylist. In todny's highly competitive
busmess world, anyone who keeps up-to-date on the latest trends in
their profession deserves a word of praise.. Heights Beauty College ··
is an institution that deserves its established reputation for thorough·
ness in training. Mrs. Emma Dale Wise and Julia Yeakley, ownersdirectors, have gained prominence in this section as expert beauty
professionals, well versed in the latest trends in glamorous hair styl·
ing, hair cutting, shaping, coloring and permanent waving, to further
their services to their students and to the patrons who visit the college
for their beauty needs. Heights Beauty College, the school of successful
graduates, is located at 3804 Central S.E., phone 255-0830 or 253-0843.
Are you looking for ANY job ••. or a well-paying career? There
may be a fortune in your fingers as a Itair Stylist and Beautician ••.
enroll now: write, call or visit the College for a free career brochure.
Only policies and practices which reflect credit to Heights Beauty
College (G.I. Approved) and its owners are rigidly adhere to, and we
recommend this thoroughly modern institution for those interested in
acquiring a pleasant profession under the most modern conditions
and environment, Yo~r future is in your hands , . Begin your career"
;_'"'-----·"·
_
.•.

dec~de

enro,ti~ ~o~~~ ~-pol\ t~c1 ~e~ M~ll:ic~clil~t.et!': -~~ !tel~~!-~f~ft1~~g~:

•

be

to find a safe buy in quality used cars.

In the rapid pace of the modern business life, business people
The University Student Veter- w~o use a portion of their time for being a good friend and a good
ans Association elected officers neighbor not only to their customers but to their business associates as
in its main item of business at well, deserve a word of praise. Bill Starr and Bill Brisbois owners of
its meeting last night in the Dale's Liquors at 2906 Central S.E., phone 255-2813, have ;roven they
Union.
are able to assume their position in the business and home life of
Officers for the fall semester Greater Albuquerque. Many people from here and surrounding areas
are Phil Chavez, president; Eric have come to depend upon Dale's Liquors "to keep them in good
Shrode vice-president; Dick Bar- spirits." Free, fast delivery service is offered.
tolucci, sec1·etary; Steve van .
For 2u years patrons have found this friendly take-out store an
Dresser, treasurer; and John Di Ideal place to purchase their party needs, picnic supplies liquors beers
1
Maria member at large.
and wines. \Vith cool weather entertainment at hand get tog~thers
Professor Gunther Rothenberg, fun and recreation spotlight the season. What better '~ay to relax· ami
Depm•tment of History was pro- entertain than to call Dale's Liquors and enjoy playing host to guests
posed as faculty sponsor for the or just treating yourself.
'
group Rothenberg's specialty is
Business establishments such as Dale's Liquors have done much
military history.
to make this a good all-around trade center, and both Mr. Starr and
Founded Last Yeat
Mr. Brisbois have earned their success with the high standard they
The Student Veterans Associa- have set for themselves and the operation of their business. To be
tion, founded last year is organ- the host with the most ••. let Dale's Liquors take the work out of
ized for the purpose of promoting your parties.
tlte interests of the military veteran attending college. Anyone
with over 180 consecutive days of
active militacy service and an
DON LESMEN MUSIC CENTER
honorable discharge is eligible for
membership. The group plans to
"Go Where The Champs Go 11
pm·ticipatc in many student activities this yem·. They built a
In this modern day, recreation and social activities play an immidway booth for Fiesta last portant part in the lives of any city's citizens. Here, in Albuquerque,
as elsewhere, one of the easiest ways to join in the fun and, at the
year.
Phil Chavez, ;president-elect same time, have a fulfilling hobby or career, is to learn to play a
musical instrument .•. And, one of the easiest ways to learn is
reported on information he had
through the Don Lesmen Music Centel' at 5206 Lomas N.E., phone
recently received from the Vet268-2111.
Cl'ans' Information office conDon Lesman Music Center, operated by Donald Lesman, owner,
cerning G.I. Bill benefits for Sepand
his
teaching staff, is a leader in its field. Its cou1•ses are individutember.
ally
planned
for the beginner as well as the more experienced musicProcedure-Explained
•
ian,.
with
equipment
and instructors expet•tly in accord with present
He reported that September's
day
requirements.
Each
student who attends this studio will acquire
check is automatic for everyone
ap)lroved by the University. The the free grace of movement and ease of play that will give him confidence, in any group, with any style of music. Mr. Lesmert is director
veteran need not .:Cile an IBM
of the Don Lesmen Orchestra, the oldest organized dance band (32
voucher.
years) in the southwest.
All subsequent payments will
. Specializing in all band and orchestra private and group lessons
·require the voucher, however.
for
children and adults, this Music Center also offers sales and rentals
Chavez also related that the
of
all
band and orchestra instruments, accessories and sheet music.
VI office cautioned that veter· ·
They
also
feature expert repairing on all types of musical instruments.
ans receiving educational assistthe time to give your child or yourself a lasting gift you
Now
is
tancc payments should be careful
can
treasure
and snjoy more as i(he years go by. Learn to play a
not to mail the certification
voucllct• urttil' aft~r the calertdar
musical instrument by
............ .,<_J!lti.PdJ!lliCb lt certifies.
:

.
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EISENHOWER AND VIOLENCE
There can no longer be much doubt but that the American people are more angrily aroused against crime, violence,
and rioting on the streets of the United States than at almost any time in national history. This reaction has resulted
in growing demands for corrective action. It has also made
itself felt in the outcome of elections in the East, the Deep
South, and the Far West. It has even frightened. or persuaded many congressmen to withhold further support for civilrights legislation, defeating the 1966 Civil Rights bill, and
jeopardizing funds for the implementation of earlier legslation.
Thus former President Eisenhower was doubtless giving
Republican Party leaders sound advice when he called upon
them to take "the strongest possible position" for action to
halt yiolence, crime, and rioting. Few observers can doubt
but ,fhat such a political position would have strong and
immediate appeal to a heavy majority of American citizens.
This does not mean, nor did General Eisenhower mean,
that curbs should be placed upon legitimate protest against
the manifold grievances under which large numbers of
Americans, above all Negroes, suffer. It is not suggested
that orderly protest demonstrations, such, for example, as
those led by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. in the Chicago area
late this summer, be halted.
But the public has come to see that there is a far cry from
such orderly demonstrations and the outbursts of sniping,
burning, and looting which have embarrassed sincere and
thoughtful civil rights leaders as much as they have alienated the sympathy of the general public_ General Eisen-hower was doing no more than express general wm when he
demanded that steps be taken to bring such action (along
with other types of street crime) to an end.
Yet no authoritative student of social conditions believes
that mere repression, however stern, can of itself halt the
violence which is begotten by poverty, frustration, racial
discrimination, inadequate education and poor home environment. This can be done only by the hope, promise, and proof
of a better future.
Thus we trust that if the suppression of disorder continues to be a major political issue, it will be recognized as
one which must be dealt with on two different but concur'rent levels. Crime and rioting must be put down by resolute
police action. But the seeds of violence must be rooted out
by a compassionate understanding of what produces them
and a generous willingness to undergo any sacrifice needed
, t.o sterilize the soil in which they grow.
-Christian Science Monitor

Mqnday, October 10, 1966

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
SUPPORTS VIGILS
Dear Editor:
Permit a word of support for
the Wednesday peace vigils.
Neither the cheer lenders of the
YAF nor Miss Pawley whose
LOBO article suggests the participants merely "feel the fight in
Viet Nam is not worthwhile"
show much awm·eness of the issues in question. With individual
expression becoming increasingly
difficult, people willing to witness
their beliefs in this way deserve
less perfunctory treatment.
As both. demonstration and
counter-dentonstration clearly indicate, the VietNam war is a mat·
ter of campus concern. Hopefully,
this 1vill cause serious dialogue
over the Schmidt and Selinger
resolutions now before the AA UP.
I, for one student, wish to register my support of Dr. Schmidt's
proposal for refusing any information whatsoever to the Selective Service. It is not the University's function to facilitate the
military's classification problems
or to be a refuge for those who
adapt to it by becoming grade
hounds. Rather, the University
should be free to investigate,
among other things, the human
flaws which made people start
thinking about armies in the first
place.
At the risk of intruding on internal policy, I would submit that
the LOBO would do the UNM
community a rea( service by keep.
ing it abreast of the dialogue the
AA UP so earnestly seeks to stimulate.
Chandler Thompson

LOBO REPRIMANDED
To the editor, LOBO:
The news article "Vigil Will
Last, Say Citizens for Peace," by
Judy Pnwley in the October 6
LOBO contains several incorrect
statements. The silent vigil for
peace, held for the first time last
Wednesday, was not held by or
sponsored by Citizens for Peace.
These vigi1s are a form of individual witness.
There is a peace organization
called Citizens Acting for Peace,
but it has no officers. Hence, I
am not its acting chairman if I
am the person referred to in the
article as "Gil Schmidt-"
No literature conceming any

Women's Volleyball
Women's intramural volleyball
will begin tonight at 5 p.m. in
Carlisle Gym. There will be a
double elimination tournament.
Tonight's first-round matches are
Estrellita of Hokona vs. College
Inn: Santa Cial'a·second floor vs.
GDIS; Tuthill vs. Santa Clarathird floor; and Santa Clarafirst floor,. vs. Santa Ana-third
floor.

Listen to KUNM

organization was dish·ibuted during the vigil. Inquirers were
h1wded a sheet with the lltatement: "Until Americans stop killing and being killed in VietNam:
A silent vigil every Wednesday
noon to express our sorrow and
protest." And at the bottom of
the page, suggestions, not rules
(as the LOBO article wrongly
state~), for participants.
All of us, the individual faculty
members and students who stood
in the vigil, invite others to join
us in this witness of sorrow· and

®]lit !IAN

protest.
Personally, by my presence in
this silent, public vigil, I wish to
testify to Pope Paul VI's words,
"We cry to them in God's name to
stop ... Now again we lift up our
voice with 'piercing cry nnd with
tears' very earnestly beseeching
those who have charge of the public welfare to strive with every
means availabl!l to prevent the
further spread of the conflagration and even to extinguish it
entirely."
Gail Baker Schmidt

11l®J~)HE

Stafesmanship
And Other Threats
In California

By ARTHUR HOPPE
San

Francis~o

Chf'onicle

,..

Governor Brown and Mr. Reagan .have reached a statesmanlike
agreement not to discuss race riots-including what causes them, how
to handle them and what should be done to prevent them.
And you certainly have to hand it to both candidates for their high
degree of statesmanship in declining to debate an issue that, no matter which side they took, could only cost them votes.
Of course, Governor Brown, a more experienced statesman, feels the
same way about crime, the courts, fair housing and pot smoking at
the University of California. Such issues, he says should not be injected into politics.
Mr_ Reagan, who's .learning, says that even elemental statesmanship
forbids discussing such extraneous topics of little interest. Like the
John Birch Society. Or experience.
And each, of course, has made it elear time and again that he will
never stoop to engaging in personalities with his no-good mudslinging opponent.
Well, with those matters disposed of, let us imagine a Great Television .Oebate.

,.

..
.

.,,
1.

.

* * *

"Hi, there, Ron, and my fellow Californians out there in the television audience. It's certainly good to be here today to discuss in
Statesmanlike fashion the issues we face."
"Gosh, Governor, I feel the same way and I'm glad you made it."
"Excuse me, Ron, you're not implying I was afraid to come pr that
I might bumble around and not find the studio or something?
"Golly, no, Governor. I think of you as a courageous, intelligent
and decisive leader."
"Golly-gee, thanks, Il.on. You know I feel the same way about you.
In my experience .•. "
"In your what'!"
"Whoops, sorry, Ron. No offense. I certainly wasn't going to bring
that subject up. Just a figure of speech."
"That's all right, Governor. But I think we should begin our debate.
What would you like to talk about?"
"Well •.• No, I suppose we shouldn't get into that."
..
"Well, how about ••. No, there's no telling where that might lead."
"I know what, Ron. I could talk about my record."
"Oo you think that's fair, Governor?"
"Oh, I guess not, seeing you don't have a . , . I mean, I suppose
you're right: That is, accurate, not right in the sense of ••. Well. Why
don't you talk first, Ron?"
.
"Well. AU right. I'll come right out and say flatly I'm for good
government. No offenstJ, Govemor."
"No offense taken, Ron. And 1'11 answer you spiritedly by saying I'm
for good government, too. Moreover, I'm against bad government."
''Yes, me, to.''
"Well ... "
"Well .•• "

Your Eyes Deserve
RAY • BAN Sun Glasses
OPTICALLY CORRECT LENSES

--~

NEW THEATER t•ERSONAJ,ITY, Kenneth Nelson, is shown in two scenes from the touring play
"Half a Sixpence," which wil1 open at the new UN.l\1 Concert Hall on October 14. The play will be performed on Oct. 14-15. Tickets for the performances can IJe picked up at the box office which will be
open from 8:30 to 5 p.m. on weekdays and .from 9 a.m. to 12 noon on Saturdays. The play is based on
a story by Jr. G. Wells and stars Nelson, Byron Wcbsler, Linda Uae Hager, and Colette 1\lelville.

Rodey To Present
Wilde Ploy Oct. 21

* * "'
have faith

But let's have faith. Let's
that as the campaign waxes
hot both men will rise abilve statesmanship and achieve the heights
of true partisan politics-including smears, character assassinations
and vicious counter charges. They're the lifeblood of democracy.
Besides, there's always the off chance a candidate will get so tiled up
that when an issue comes along he'll forget to duck.

Ul

m
EVERY TREE IS A FAMILY TREE

Our trees and forests provide your family
with many happy hours of recreation. That's why
it's so important to protect them from
forest fires by following Smokey's ABC's:
Always hold matches till cold.
Be sure to drown all campfires, stir the ashes, and
drown them again.' Crush all
smokes dead out.

(,

SATCIIMO: "IT AIN'T.~ONNA WORK MAN, liO,
HO, IIO!"

,.=J:f; tt&•:• (CENSO.ttED) .

Please! Only you can prcvettt forest fires

. . . GRRRR. lT'S NOT THEIR FAULT
lF WE

I~OSE.

'

"A trivial comedy for serious
people", is the subtitle of Oscar
Wilde's witty comedy of manners, "The Importance of Being
EarntJst," which will be presented
Friday, Oct. 21 through Friday,
Oct. 28 at Rodey Theatre.
This year's first production at
Rodey will have an experienced
cast under the direction of Gene
Yell. Five of the cast members
are drama majors returning from
summer stock work and previous
productions at Rodey. These are
Phil Nicholson as John Worthing, Alicia Sweetnam as Lady
Bracknell, :Mary Ann Stafford as
Cecily Cardew, Susan Stoner as
Gwendolyn Fairfax, and Paul
Thomas as the Rev. Chasuble.
Bill Bowersock, who portrays
Algemon :Moncrieff, will be new
to Albuquerque but not to the
theatre. Bowersock has appeared
at several of the larger summer
stock theatres, played in the Yugoslav National Theatre, worked
with Max Reinhardt's widow, and
l1as studied ncting with Kntrinae
Ziablova, a student of Stanislav.ski. Bowersock is a transfer student from the Univel'sity of
Kansas.
Other members of the cast are
Linda Lawrence as Miss Pl'ism,
Eric Newton as Lane, and Diane
Ktnvitz as Mert•iman.
The box oflice, in the Rodey
Theater :foyel', will sell tickets
for this production beginning
l\Iomlny, Oct. 10,
·

""'WsT EAST OF THE CAMPUS
AT THE TRIANGLE

ATTENTION
Sororities
Fraternities
We carry a full line of the
latest Party Favors for your
Social Blasts.
Come in and see
our selections.
We pot on
your Dates
and Crests.
We pay the freight.

A small deposit will guarantee delivery within a few
weeks. No. C.O.D. charges. We also print afl Greek
Crests and Comics on our big selection of short and long
sleeve sweat shirts and T-shirts. H only takes five minutes.

'"e Sp~FER
SHOP
2404 Central Ave.
ACROSS FROM THE GYM
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· Teacher Convention
Features Art Show.

Satchmo to Appear Wednesday
Buster Bailey

Paintings, sculpture, and craft
item!! by members of the New
Mexico Art :Education Association
will compose the 'two-week show
opening Oct. 27 in conjunction
with' the annual New Mexico Ed.
ucation Association convention on
the UNJ\Il campus:
Among those entering works
will be Elmer Schooley and Ray-·
mond Drew, both of Highlands
University; Frank Walker, Mark
Wilensky and Frank J\llcCulloch,
AlbuqueJ·que high 13choo! instructors; Mayoma Keeley, New Mcx.
ico State University; Margaret
Chavez, Stronghurst Elementary
School, Albuquerque; and .Joseph
Moody, Los Alamos, president of ·
the Association.
The show will hang through
N'ov. 12.

Backing up the appearance ~f
Louis Armstrong at UNM thrs
Wednesday will be the All Sta~s.
Appcmring with Armstrong wrll
be Marty NapolP.on piano, Danny
Barcelona on drums, Buster
Bailey on clarinet, Tyree Glenn
on Tr·oumbone, and singer Jewel
Brown.
Armstrong and his All Stars
will open the 1966-67 Popul~r
Program Series with a concert m
Johnson Gymnasium at 8:15p.m.
Tickets are $2.50 for regular admission and $1.50 for students
with activity cards and can be
purchased at the Union ticket
booth Riedling downtown, and
Recot:d Rendezvious in Winrock.

Danny Barcelona

Selby To Present
Music for Organ

Jewel Brown

Marty Napoleon

A recital of music for o1·gan
will be presented by Wesley Selby, UNM Instructor in Music, on
Sunday, Oct. 16, at 8:15p.m. Mr.
Selby will perform at St. Joh~'s
Episcopal Cathedral, 4th and Srlver, where he is organist and
choirmaster.
The recital, which is open without charge to the public, will be
attended by the Albuquerque
Chapter of the American Guild
of Organists for their monthly
meeting.
The first half of the program
will be devoted to works by Buxtehude and Bach. The "Toecata
and Fugue in F" and the "Passacagalia" by Buxtehude, and the
"Chorale Prelude Vater Unser"
and the "Fantasie and Fugue in
C Minor" by Bach will be heard.
Turning to the modern French
school, Mr. Selby will play "Petite
Piece" and "Fantasle No. 1" by
.Tehan Alain.
The remainder o:f the program
will present music for organ and
instrumental ensembles. Mozart's
"Adajio and . Rondo" will be
played by Mr. Selby and a quartet
of woodwind players.

UNM l-losts Music Meet;
Will Feature a Tram Ride

..

''•

.~

'

Open rush for 'men will begin
. today. University men not af.filiated .with a social fraternity
may sign 1lp in the Dean of Men's
office. There is no charge, and
applicants will be furnished with
a schedule of events.

Tyree Glenn

OMNIBUS
The Arfs- Entertainment- Society
of The University of New Mexico

Mississippi (CPS)-JIIlillions of
university-issued parking tickets
across the country may now be
worthless. In a precedent-setting
case, the prosecution of a J\llississippi State University student for
refusing to pay his campus tickets
has been dismissed .
Leslie C. Cohen, a Canadian
political science student at MSU,
balked when the academic institution imposed $20 in parking
fines without a hearing.
When the University threatened
him with dismissal and stnte cou••t
action unless fines were paid,
Cohen went to the Lawyers Constitutional Defense Committee of
the American Civil Liberties
Union.
(;ot H~>strainiug Order
The LCDC st•cured a restraining· order to Jll'C\'(•nt MSU oflieinls
from imp~>mling- Cohen's efforts
to gain admi~sion to a Canadian
Jaw :;clwol. Cohen fear~d that the
UniVt!rsity would d~>lay s~>11ding
his recorch;, would noh• the parking violutiom; on his rt<eord or
would not allow him to take a
neces~an· sunullf.'l' session cout•:-w
at Mississippi State.
Tht• LCDC subsequently ehal-

- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - ...

School has only been underway
for three weeks and articles lost
by UNM students are already filling the shelves of the Union ticket
booth.
Julia McPeak, who cares for
turned-in items while selling tiekets for campus and civic functions, urges students to check for
lost articles with her.
The booth is open from 11 :30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday· · 6 to 8 p.m. Wednesday
•
and Friday;
and 9:30 a.m. untJ'l
noon Saturday.

end with a ride on the Sandia
Tramway and dinner at the Summit House. After Tuesday morning's closing period, visitors have
been invited to- remain for the
performance of The Deller Consort at 8:15 p.m. in the Concert
Hall.

Profile of a .Senator

DISCOUNTS TO UNM
STUDENTS & FACULTY

Public Service Sought

. By KATH-Y MAHON
· years in the old Student Senate
Interest in his fellow students and was a delegate to the Niland service to the campus and tiona! Student Association Concommunity are the principles of gress held in Illinois last summer,
Student Senatot• John Thorson,
Intercst~?d in J~eform
Thorson, a junio1· majoring in
The
Senator, whose special inhistory and government, entered
terest
in
stud!lnt government is
UNM in the fall of '64. A native
"educational
reform and commuof Albuquerque, he was an active
member of the Highland High nity involvement," is in his secSchool class of '64. He has con- ond year of set·vice as a member
tinued his. high school experience of the Executive Board of the
in Key Club work by joining the
UNJ\Il Circle K Club.
H11s J\llany Activities
An .active participant in all
phases of campus life, Thorson is
in the General Honors Program,
has been in Wesley Foundation
for three years, and was for two
years a membe1• of the old Senate.
He has continued his interest in
service as UNJ\Il's campus coordinator of the Albuquerque Tutoring Council. Not only has Thorson
been a driving force behind this·
tutoring program, but he was also
treasurer of Vigilantes and is
presently a member of Chakaa.
Thorson also served for two

Parking Ticket: Suit
Gives Students f.-lope

THE NEW MEXICO LOBO

lost Articles Bury
Union Ticket Booth

National Group

A national meeting coinciding
with the opening of UNM's. new
Concert Hall will give national
music executives the opportunity
to hear its acoustics first hand.
A four day session of the Na·
tional Asociation of Music Executives in State Universities
opened Friday with a 7:30p.m. arrival party at the home of Dr.
Joseph Blankenship, chairman of
the UNM music department. Dr.
and Mts. Blankenship are h?st
and hostess for the gtoup, whtch
has no regularly elected officets.
An
exclusive
organization,
there is one I'epresentative from
each state and already there are
nearly 40 coming from as far as
Hawaii, New York, Florida and
Washington.
A tour of the Fine Arts Center
Saturday morning featured the
new Concert Hall. A visit later
that day to Santa Fe included
sops at Santo Domingo Pueblo,
the outdoor Opera, and the Capitol. The group ate dinner at
Tiffany's Saloon in Cerillos.
Jack Purcell, acoustical expert,
flew in :from the Los Angeles
office o£ Bolt Branek and Newman, Inc., to discuss work done
£or the Concert Hall at yesterday
morning's business meeting.
Sunday luncheon in Old Town
was :followed by another bus·
iness session featuring C. A. Lutton, manager of Lutton Music
Personnel Service. His talk, based
on a recent survey o:f private and
public schools, dealt 'vith :faculty
personnel problems :facing music
executives throughout the coun·
try.
The visitors were guests last
night of UNM President and Mrs.
Tom L. Popejoy in the Desert
Room of the Union,
·
.. , .. Business
sessions
today
,
<Wilt~';
'"'' ""

Men's 9Pen Rush
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lenged the constitutionality of the
Mississippi statute 'Under which
the University justified its regulations. The statute granted to the
State Board of Institutions of
Higher Leaming the power to
create regulations which are municipal in effect, the LCDC
charged.
While the case was before the
U.S. District Court, the State Attorney Genet•al, representing the
University, conceded that the regulations which wel·c !ll'Olnu]gated
by lUSU and their manner of enforcement were null and void.
Dropped Charges
The University dropped its
d1arges against Cohen and the
l\Ji:;sissi}Jpi statute camt' under
the consideration of a ihrN•-judge
fedl'ral ~>ourt.
Although the law wns e\'cntually rtllt•d eonstituitonul, LCDC'
t•hit•f t•nunst•l Alviu Bronstein
said that this dot•s not ull't•!'t tlw
due prot'<•s,.; ]lt'et·edent that had
lle~>n rai:;e1l over tht> tk•k~>b; tiH•msdV~>s.

BronstE.'in ~aid he has already
l'N•eivcd reqtw~ts fnr }lartic~ulars
on the easl' from leg-nl dPpm·tments of -->~seVt>l'!ll
universiti!'s.
,0~--=-~---~-·--~-----·~-----·~ ,... ____ -.~
-=~·----~-- '"'--~·---~~'---

John Thorsen

A Phi 0 Honored
The UNM chapter of Alpha
Phi Omega service fraternity has
been honored by the National
APO Magazine, "Torch and Trefoil," as being one of the "Pace~
setters for 1965-66." The chapter
was praised for an outstanding
service program and successful
methods of building membership,

Louis Vrattos
Jewelers
Expert on Swiss and

-

American Watches

Student-Faculty Association.
One could add the inter.ests and
activities of Student Senator John
Thorson to a sum of concern for
his fellow students.

WATCHES-- GIFTS
DIAMONDS

A & W ROOT BEER
DRIVE-IN

Look for

tne ~~J~ht Orang·e Building!

FOLDED BEEF TACOS • • • • .20c

(tomato, lettuce, cheese)
each
Try them with ROOT BEER
IN a FROSTED MUG
Phone 256-1118
3627 Monte Vista NE

Orders To Go

ALASKAN SKI or STADIUM
SHELL COAT (Fuzzy and warm)
$45.00 Value NOW $27.95
JACK WINTERS Ladies
Slacks & Sweaters
SAVINGS from 30% to 60%

JACKETS- All Types
AT WHOLESALE COST!
AdditionallO Per Cent Discount with Student Card

Angel Flight Rush
Angel Flight, women's honorary :for Air Force ROTC, will hold
a rush tea in the AFROTC building this afternoon from 1:30 to
5:30. All interested may attend.

LIQUIDATION CENTER

209 CENTRAL NW

247-0686

Picture yourself
with a real live
PLAYMATE!
you're invited to an

OPEN HOUSE

.(

10:00 AM TO 4:00 PM

SATURDAY, Oct. 15th

HELP

FREE PHOTO
of you and

WANTED!
CIRCULATION MANAGER
FOR NEW MEXICO LOBO
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KURT'S CAMERA CORRAL

• top scoring colors in canyon, bottle
green or burgundy matched up with
a paisley fining.

Every iitter bit hurts W@(UJ

• stand up collar, epaulettes and
yoke styling

EXPERIENCED SCOOTER
DRIVER-OR USE OWN CAR

·

POLAROID CAMERAS
and FILM COURTESY

• wide wale corduroy .•• big for
Fall '66

MUST BE ABLE TO WORK
NOON TO 2:30 PM

$20

Trash? Litter? Empties? Don't discard them as you drivel
Carry a lilterbag In your car. Hold everything for the first
roadside basket or take it home for proper disposal. Remember - our roads and highways belong to an of us.
Litter spoils your view, menaces highway safety and
costs tax dollars! Every litter bit hurls ..• YOU. Ameri·
ca's beauty is your duty. J:llease help

• short enough for any kind of oction
• another on the go style from Silton
of Cttlrfornia in sizes S,M,L,XL.

¢'onqnlstcrd0r
.. .

· 6JI nil

. c)flvr·

bOWI-ITOWN
AND WINROCK
. .;..·_ _....·l_ _ _ _ _......

'J.i..l!.U..:...;...!J;.Ji,,!;..
';, L,';.__:,'..:.'...;'....!.,·'J..~:..:'':..:>..:·~~·;..;;·:J:~...,..,,,_'.;..;•.;.i.,i; .;:. .;.~_;'. .;'. .;'
1•':..;

in person

featured, November Playmate,
1966
PLAYBOY MAGAZINE

• the burly military look

MONDAY -WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY ~ FRIDAY

PAYS $3.50 PER ISSUE

LISA BAKER

the· Ringo •••
canyon cord jacket

I

~~E:E:!

I

I

$TEST RIDE~ II
I

KEEP AMERICA BEAUTIFUL
,,..,
'

---·a

Published as~ pubffc: sotvica In coopornuon Wlfh The Advcrtlstng Council.

a

·.1

o
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' .

Solo Suzulli
and feel the
spirit and spunk
that's set the
pace in more
Grand Prix races
than any other
lightweight
motorcycle.
Suzukis win the
races. You get
the prize,

FREE
REFRESH ..
MENTS

~'\

8: ~~=--

jW0F06.W8/I. .OifiF
FORMtRL¥ CUSHMAN MOTORS

331-333 SAN PEDRO D~ •• N.E.

AUTHORIZED SUZUKI
SAlES AND SERVfCE'
'

'
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Lobos Lose to Arizona
(Continued from Jl!l~e 1)
'Cats gained 313 yard!! in the air.
Pass, Pass, Pass
Neither team could move the
ball on the next f!el•ies of downs
but the Wildc11ts got the ball with
a little over three minutes to ~o
in the half and Rl!ed came out
thowing-. The exploitation of the
UNM defensive backfield with
the help of no pass rush again
proved fruitful as the Tucson
tou~hics passed for 6!) yurds in
an SO-yard drive. 'rhe touchdown
came on a 54-yard pass from
Reed to Greth. With 1:12 left in
the half the 'Cats Jed 23-7.
Punt Blo('kcd
The Lobos couldn't move after
receiving the next kickoff and

wcm fo1•ced to punt. The Wild<·ats had the block play set up as
ten men rushed the punter and
the ldck was blocked. The loose
hall was !'~!Covered at the Lobos'
one foot line. With thr11e seconds
to go in the half the 'Cats scored
again. Now the score was 29-7. In
the blitz in the second qum•ter
Arizona had n total offense of
132 rards while holding the Lobos
to 60.
The second half snw the Lobos
~ontniuc with the mistakes, On a
fourth and fifteen from their own
:3G a bad pass fl'O!ll center over
the puntc1·'s head g-avl' Arizona
the ball on the UNM 24. The
puss dt•fcnst• rose to the occasion
fot· tlw first tinw as ReL•d had a

Officials Have
Demanding Job
(Editor's note: This is the seeond of two articles on the pro b.
]ems and the duties of the colleg-e
football oflicials. The articles are
written by the director for the
Western Athletic Conference,
H. B. Kniseley.)
Where do college football rcfel·ees come from? Usually, they
arc from neighboring states and
nre g1·aduates of colleges and universities othet· than those fot·
which they officiate. .Most major
collegiate conferences even prohibit an official from working in a
conference game if he resides in
the state in which either school
is located. These men are impartial and "caU 'em as they see
'en1.''

Further examination of the
records would reveal that almost
all of these men have been officiating at least the years-most of
them much longer. They started
in high school games, demon.strated their abilities, and worked
their way up.
Before being admitted to collegiate football officiating 1·anks a
man is carefully screened, even
beyond his demonstrated work in
high school games. He is tested
each year for knowledge of tlie
rules, penalties, enforcements,
and officiating techniques. He
must be in good physical condition.
Attend Clinic
Each year, about a month before the football season start:;, collegiate officials, at their own expense, attend a two-day clinic.
There they receive interpretations
of new rules and take a brief
refresher course and test over the
more difficult rules and techniques
of officiating. Although the NCAA
rules book sets forth 382 basic
rules, most of them are applicable
to multiple play situations and
variable playing techniques.
Officials must know all of these
rules, each penalty and the spot
of enforcement for each violation.
They must be able to identify
fouls and decide quickly. Unlike
a corporation executive, they don't
have time to sit down at a con·
ference table for a thirty-minute
discussion before making a decisision.
Reviews Rules
Throughout the season, each official reviews the rules in p1•ivate
study and attends n weekly
group meeting, where interpretations, unusual play situations, dif·
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fi~ult

dcdsions, and officiating
techniques ar(' discussed.
Four hours before kickofl', college olficials hold a l!O-minute conference, to plnn better co·ordination and efficiency in game administration. They go onto the
field thoroughly prepared.
l\fust Stay Calm
Officials cannot be "thin skinned." They know that the occupational hazards include jeers and
boos from partisan fans and occasional c~·udc unsportsmanlike
1'ema1·ks from irate individuals,
but they maintain their dignity
and professional poise.
Dr. Paul W. Brcchler, commissioner of the Western Athletic
Confe1·cnce, explained, "Throughout collegiate ·football in this
country, commissioners, athletic
directors, coaches, and designated
observet·s generally agree that the
quality of officiating is good. The
officials are well trained and carefully chosen.
"Occasionally an official is subjected to unfair criticism or abuse
and decides to retire. The inevitable and unfortunate result, in
most cases, is the necessity of
replacing him with a less experi- _
enced mnn!'
1\-lust Be Perfect
In his column in the Indianapolis Star, Bob Collins wrote:
"The footbaU official is the only
human who is not allowed a margin for error. He is expectl)d to
start the game perfect-and
gradually improve.
"During a game even coaches
sometimes get confused. Players

pass intercepted in the end zone.
The rest of the quartel• was uneventful a:o neither team could
move the ball and three punts followed.
The fourth quarter opened with
Reed passing on every down and
reaching the land of milk and
honey with about 13 minutes to

Football Duel Set
With SAE vs. SX

SPORTS PAGE
Vol. 70
The game was n series of punts
following
the last UNM score
d
and neither team ever got close
Lobos Set Rec!lr
On the next series of downs
for the Lobos a new WAC pass to the end zone.
record was set llS the Wolfpack
It was a beautiful night for
finally did something to cheer football and 22,075 fans came exabout. Beitler found junior and peeting to see the Lobos make a
Emilio Vallez behind the Wildcat spirited comeback after the dedefense and threw to him nt the bacle at El Paso. Of course the
N.M 45. From there Vallez leg. Wildcats spoiled the eve and took
ged it the rest of the 89 yards to home the Kit Carson Rifle for
score the final points of the ganJe the first time since conference
and the score was 36-15.:__ _ _~P_la..:y:__b_eg:::.·a_n_.__________

Ct.ji.SSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:

~ bne. ad., 65c-4 times, $2,00. Insertions

must be oubn1itted by noon on day before
publication . ta Room 169, Student Publica•
tiona Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277·4!02,
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales lit. repair. SpeeW
rates to UNM students on all mneh!nes
"F'roo Jliclntp & deliv<!l')', E & E Typ,;
writer Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2~30598.
USED TV·~ at low priccsl alSo rent/lis,
Aladdin TV, 1~11 Carlisle S. E. (corner
farllslc & Gibson SE), 265·0966. 10/G, 6,
'· 10.
FOR SALE
trSElJ TV, just repaind, $35, Sunbeam
Mixmastcr, like new, $25, Deep /ryer/
tookcr, used twice, $8. Soo at 116 M""a
SE. 10/6, 6, 1.
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forget their assignments, drop the
ball, miss blocks, and botch tackles. Yet if the guy iri' the striped
shirt makes a disputable call, he's
the cause of it all. You'd think a
few years of being wrong all the
time-even when they are rightwould send officials into early re~ at Ukerville/ •<.:"..,"'
"But the amazing thing is that
they love their jobs. It is a feeling
that must be like that of the fellow who beat himself on the head
with a hammer because it felt so
~rood when he quit.
And really, in your heart, you
know that these dedicated men
are usually right and that foothall games couldn't be played
without them."

. ·-<::-::: ·"l~i-1

LOBO Cheesecake . . . ·. . s
.,. ee P.C!Y.~.z . .
;_-~-

'_,_;

._.

,..-., :--- .J

Nelson Riddle and his orchestra and vocalist Sue Rainey have
been signed to appear at the
UNM Homecoming Dance Nov.
5, with the Beau Brummels fea· tured at the Nov. 4 dance-, Homecoming chairman Jeny Roehl announced the signings last night
during the Committee meeting.
Final plans were set by the
committee aftel' a controversy
over entertainment was settled
and final arrangements made.
The committee reported that
there will be a dance in the Union
on Friday, Nov. 4, with three

too-small education

put the

squeeze on you.

bands playing in the Union.
These wi11 include the .Beau
Brummels, who will piny in the
Ballroom. Two other bands, the
Chessmen and the Rue Five, will
follow. The coronation of Homecoming Queen will be Friday
night during the dance.
Panel Will Choose
The candidates for Queen will
be chosen by a panel of judges
tomorrow night from the large
number of Queen applicants. The
elections for Queen from 20 girls
who will be chosen as candidates
will be Nov. 2.
There will be a parade Nov. 5

---------------~--------

UNM Judiciary
'

A toc..smalledueation <·;m r<>ally (•mmp your styl<>. 13m;
you in. Sc(\Wcze you into a too-small joh ..• :md kl'ep you
then.• permmumtly.
,, ~ ···• Don't let it happc1n. M~1kc sm·e you get an education
that's hip; enough tn fit you for life.
It's really the smart thing to do. Because, to get nny
kind of a good job today, you need a good edueation. It's
the first thing most employers ask for. It's your passport
to a good job, with good pay and a eomfortnhly brge
ftHill~··
•. '"·
. .
So if you're in sehoolnow ... stay tll('re! Lt•arn all von
enn for as long as you can. If yon'r<' out of sehoul. yon ~:an
stiiT get pfenty of vafitable training outside the (•lassroom.
For details, see the Youth Counselor at your State Employment Scn·iee. Or visit n Youth Opportunity Ccntm·.

To get a good job, get a good education ~
~.':-"

famous etlucaltonal paperbacks ••• average price $J .SO
LANGUAGES
MATHEMAncs
MUSIC
PHILOSo·
PHY

~~~~~~~~~~ENCE

RECREATIONS
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY.
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

START RIQftT••• bUlf lfOUr Outlines and Handbooks
lfOU get lfour textbool(sl
- - . , .. .~--~

•. .-.--:::.:

For U.l-lomecoming

Don't let a

BARNES & NOBLE
COLLEGE OUTLINE~ and EVERYDAY HANDBOOKS
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH
ETIQUme
GOVERNMENT
HANDICRAFTS
HISTORY

-~ ~

Riddle, Rairley Sign
By BOB STOREY

the better students use

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS
EbUCAtiON

No. 15

go in the game.

(Continued from page 1)
$tone said confidentially Sunday,
"All we lu:we to do is score!"
Sigma Chi has beaten SAE
fm· thl' last three years. The
lll!i-1 game t•nded with both lines
of ,;pecta tors empt~·ing into the
fi(l!d fur a general free-fOl'·all.
Sigma Chi had won the game,
and SAE wa~ kicked out of intrumural football.
Tit It> In Cont!mtion
If Sigma Chi wins today, they
will be hack in contention for the
league victory. If SAE wins, they
will virtually have the Greek
league title cinched.
Pi Kappa Alpha, who was defeated by Sigma Chi 7-6, will
meet SAE on Tuesday. If SAE
beats Sigma Chi, they will be
ah!e to afford a loss to the Pikes.
The Pikes were tied by Phi Gamma Delta.
SAE's Said Big
When asked if he were more
worried about the SAE's than the
Pikes, Sigma Chi Intramural
Chah·m:.m Dettweiler said "I am
personally, because the SAE's
have a bigger team."
The SAE - Sigma Chi Intramural fuotball game this afternoon qt,,4l80, promises to b~ one
of the nardest-fought of the season.

'-

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

OVER 140 TITlES ON THE FOLLOWING SUBJECTS:

WANT ADS

EXICOLOBO

ON SALE AI....__ _....,..

when

~associated students boo~tore

'~

Dealt Setback
The section of the new Associated Students Constitution
dealing with the student judiciary
branch has been temporarily suspended pending the ironing out of
certain conflicts with the Faculty
Constitution, it was learned Tuesday night.
Pending the cla:rlficatlon .,~ the
conflicts, both Student Court and

MARGARE'l' TEELE, Hollywood starlette, is making an appearance here in Albuquerque to promote the new mpvie "Mothel:'
Goose A-Go-Go". Miss Teele was interviewed by the .LOBO.
(LOBO staff photo by Pawley)

Student Standards are operating
under the pertinent sections of
the old constitution. Article five
is the portion of the constitution
in question.
Last Appeal
Associated Students President

Feature Distorts Facts,
Says Administrative V-P
A charge of distorting the facts
was leveled yesterday by a highranking UNM official at a feature carried by the LOBO last
Friday.
Referring to the Eliot Glashcim feature entitled "Who's in
charge here, anyway?", Acadelllle
Vice-President Shertnan Smith
said that it "would be a serious
indictment of administrative neglect if it were based on facts.''
Dr. Smith's comments were
contained in a letter to the LOBO
editor received yesterday after·
noon (for the full text of the
letter, see editorial page).
According to Dr. Smith, factual

criticism is welcomed and has a
desirable function. Dr. Smith
added, however, that "criticism
based on misrepresentation is
mischievous and can serve no useful purpose.''
Dr. Smith questioned two areas
in which the article criticized the
administration.
Answering the article's question· which asks why students
have to fight for parking places
when the faculty lots are half
empty, Dr. Smith pointed out
that there are on campus a total

of 15 faculty lots containing 954
spaces. He said that according to
a survey taken Monday morning
there were only 75 vacant spaces.
Occupancy Is High
He also said that the 75 empty
spaces were scattered through ten
of the faculty lots and that the
1·emnining five lots were full. He
cited the percentage of occupancy liS 92.1.
Smith speculated that the pic~
ture with the feature of the nearly empty faculty lot south of the
(Continued on page 8)

Required for Graduates
By CHUCK RE\'NOLDS
The UNM faculty requires that
every student graduating from
this University must pass the
English Proficiency Exam or
make a 11C'' oi" better in a non~
credit remedial English course.
This requirement must be met
in order to transfer to a degreegranting college of the Univer~
sity.
Regardless of one's score on
the Americart College Test~ which
it.'! a distinct and separate program, he must pllSs the English
ProficiElrtcy Exam, Students may
· attempt the test twice if neces·

the President o£ the Vniver:dty.

Problem To Be Studied

The problem will be studied by
the members of Student Court,
and in today's meeting of tbe
Faculty Policy Committee, Dennison said. ]3oth groups will eventually have to agree to a revised
Article 5, which would be submitted to the Associated Student<;
at the next general election as a
consituional amendment, he added.
Conflict Explained
Dennison explained that, under
the new Constitution, a student
had no right to appeal past Student Court; but that under the
Faculty Constitution, and under
the final authority of the President and the Regents, the student
could appeal further--constitutional or not. He said that he anticipated no special trouble in getting the two constitutions into
line with one another.

sary, once during the fifth week
and once during the twelfth week.
It will not be possible to take
the test at any other time this
semester.
Students who have previously
failed the EPE one or more times
are encouraged to take the exam
during the fifth week, liS this
testing session is open to all stu·
dents who have not passed the
test.
The dates and times of the
tests are as follows:
Thursday, Oct. 20, 1 p.m.,
3:30 'Jl.m., 6:30 p.m.
(Continued on page 8)

Math Competition
For Talent Is Set

A mathematics contest designed to discover mathematical
talent in high schools will be
conducted from 9 a.m. until noon
Nov. 5 in Room 101 of the Anthropology Building.
All high school students are
invited to compete for the mathematical book prizes in a contest
stressing ingenuity rather than
formal knowledge.
Contest chairman Prof. A. P.
Hillman of the UNM department
of mathematics and statistics is
representing the two sponsors,
the Albuquerque Council of
Teachers of Mathematics and the ·.
UNM deparJ;ment he represents.

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
New Mexico
Utah

To Be Given Twice

Writers Needed Passing the English Exam

The NEW MEXICO LOBO is
still looking for reporters to
comlJlement its regular staff
of writers. To stimulate interest in campus journalism, the
LOBO will expel'imcnt by offering volunteer reporters ten
cents per published columninch of news.
For those students interested
in learning nn interesting
trade, gaining a backgro~md
in journalism, or who arc JUst
snoopy about what's going on
around campus, the LOBO will
hold a meeting in room 231-D
of the Union 'thursday afternoon at 2:30. Refreshments
will be served.
Students arc warned that
working on LOBO is a contaJ!,'ious malady.

Dan Dennison to'd the LOBO
Tuesday night that the conflict
centered on the constitutionallydefined area of las:, appeal for a
student brought bef<1re Standards.
The New Constitution gives the
ultimate appeal to Student Court.
This comes in conflict with the
standing policy of final appeal to

·

at 10 a.m. of floats; from campu:;
organizations and units from city
schools nnd organizations. Trophies will be awarded for winners in the parade competition.
A car caravan will go around
campus to view house dccol'ationg
on Friday night, Nov. 4.
Dispute'S,_ettled
The Committee~ ).vas also informed of the se1{tlement of the
dinpute between Rally Committt.,., and Homecoming Committee.
r..oehl f<aJd that the Rally Cotnmitt~e htHl decided that the subcommittees of Homecoming and
F·iesta were under Rally committees.
Rally ':'om would have serve
n!' an adYisory board tr. the subcNnmitto;;es and would also served
to make policy decisions. It was
alsc1 &gleed that the chairman of
Rally Com should not serve as
chairman of one of the subcom~·
mittees.
Monthly Meetings Set
Roehl also said that in a. char~
ter whicl1 will be submitted to
Senate f~r its approval there was
a provision which would have
Rally Committee meet monthly.
l!owe\'er, in a period silt weelts
before Homecoming and Fiesta
Rally Committee would meet biweekly to hear progrese reports
from its subcommittees. It would
approve all -programs and major
expenses,

BYU
N.M. St.
Colorado St.

Wyoming
Washington St,, _ __
Arizona St.
Wichita
Utah St.

Total points New Mexico vs. Wyoming---1.
2,
3

'
4.
5,
6.

Contest rules
Contest is open to UNM students onlY.
Only ONE cntt'Y wlll be accCl'tcd !tom each contestant and Every game
must be picked.
Contestants must '!lick total po[nts on UNM game :t.nd in case of a tle
the contcst<>nt coming ciO$est will be declared the winner.
Entries must be received at the Lobo ofllce by G p.m. Friday.
Ira meillbct' of Studcnt Publicatilms is eligible tor priz...
Winner will receive four tickets tor the football season to Don Pancho's

Theater.
'1. Entries willbe judged by the Lobo sports .$tafl',
8. In case of ties the prizes will be di1tided among tht wlnnm.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

